January 5, 2022
County Council,
Hello to all. We are writing this letter in reference to the upcoming UGA expansion, as we have 2 proposals we
are trying to get on the Docket XXI.
1. Natural 9 Holdings (MV1), 141 acres
2. Van Dam Farms (RURAL 1), 78 acres
Here is information for you to review. We have been actively farming this land for many years but as we get older
and no one wants to farm, it is time to move on. We have tried to rent the land to other farmers, but none are
interested. They don’t want to farm next to city limits, as you have people walking though the property and the
crops thinking they are in a park and dumping their lawn clippings and garbage over the fences or cutting the
fences. You can’t leave equipment parked overnight in the field as it will get vandalized and driving a tractor down
these roads is very dangerous. There is more farmland in this area than actual farmers.
No one likes to see farmland go away, but what is farmland? What is the difference between farmland and land
that has weeds, blackberry bushes, and trees growing on it? It’s the farmer! They are the only ones that make it
farmland. If the land is not properly cultivated it will return to weeds, etc. In fact, the adjacent Marysville School
District discontinued the FFA (Future Farmers of America) program as successful farming has moved to less
populated places that farmers can expand, such as the Snohomish and Stillaguamish river valleys, Skagit County,
and Eastern WA, etc. The average acres of farmland in this countrysize of a farm in this country is are 444 acres,
so expecting this keeping this small amount of acreage, let alone individual 10 acre farms, is not even viable and
or no longer profitable. In fact, it’s a reasonable assumption that five acre lots (in the case of RURAL 1) are far
more affordable, especially for those hobby farmers interested in “Specialty Farming”.
In the case of MV1, this farmland was required to have utilities and roads stubbed to it as development previously
occurred in the UGA with the expectation that it would be developed in the future.
The PDS has recommended the proposalboth proposal to not be further processed, which we do not agree with.
We disagree and . We feel that our property is prime property formore suitable for development than
farmingand rezoning. Consider that:
1. On the West side of propertyFor the MV1 proposal, the road and all utilities are stubbed out in 2 locations for
future development. How many properties are around here that have thatThis is not the case along other
portions of the existing UGA boundary?
2. We don’t have any trees on the MV1 or RURAL 1 sites that need towould be eliminated. For exampleBy
contrast, look , what is happening to the hillside East of us, certainly not a good thing, especially in terms of tree
canopy and erosion.
3. Both locations are flat. We don’t have to build any retaining walls to hold up hillsides. For example, look at
what is happening behind Walmart on HWY 9 and so much of the Sunnyside area adding to the cost of lots.
4. Traffic. The people that move into this area will be mostly working North of here, not South as we are only a
few miles from Cascade industrial complex and the new Amazon building. However, this is a big issue that can
no longer be ignored, as a two-lane highway such as 67th Ave. was not designed to handle traffic at urban levels,
but it is a primary north-south road that will continue to handle increased traffic with no planned improvements.
At least if development is allowed on our parcels, developers would be required to contribute towards road

improvements along 67th.

The location listed in the PDS evaluation is incorrect. We are not located in the Allen Creek drainage basin, rather
the Quil Ceda, with no wetland designation and there are no creeks running through our property. We encourage
you to visit our property in person before you come to any final conclusions.
If you have any questions or want to tour the property, please reach out to us. Thank you for your time.
Henry Van Dam
425-508-1329

Nick Van Dam
425-422-4437

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

Henry VanDam <vandamfarms@msn.com>
Thursday, January 6, 2022 4:43 PM
Contact Council
david@toyerstrategic.com; vvandam@aol.com; nvddairy@aol.com
LTR to Council VANDAM-dtredline
~WRD0000.docx.docx

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.
Letter from Van Dam Farms
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.

10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com

January 7, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
MV1 – NATURAL 9 HOLDINGS
RURAL1 – VAN DAM FARMS
Dear Council Members:
Our firm represents the applicants for MV1 and RURAL1 (“Applicants” or “Clients”). We have reviewed the PDS Revised
Recommendation dated December 2, 2021, and disagree with their findings and recommendation and ask that Council place both
proposals on the docket for further review and evaluation.
We respectfully request the Council include MV1 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation based on the
following:
1. GMA requires public facilities and services necessary to support development be available at the time the development is
available for occupancy and use, not at the time of the programmatic review of a proposal. Identifying the facilities and services
needed to support growth (whether it occur inside or outside the UGA) is an essential part of the 8-year update, which
Applicant’s proposal seeks to be considered within. Further:
a. Public water and sewer are stubbed to the proposed expansion property at 119th and 123rd (See Exhibit A)
b. The site would have access to 119th, 123rd and 132nd for transportation. The site would not have direct access to
67th Avenue. However, 67th Avenue is a major north-south roadway that the County has neglected to improve as
development has occurred throughout the area and has no plan to improve it despite it being an essential connection
between a large residential population and a planned employment center. That said, given traffic patterns typical of
this area, the traffic from Applicant’s site is most likely to travel west to Interstate 5 (using 132nd Street, 51st Ave and
136th Street) or north on 51st Avenue (via 132nd Street) to reach the Cascade Industrial Center. Transit stops exist
on 51st Avenue.
c. Applicant’s site is within 0.5 miles of 51st Avenue, which is a transit corridor. (See Exhibit B)
2. Applicant has proposed to delete GPP Objective LU 6.D and LU Policy 6.D.1 1 because they are not working. Among the 214
parcels within the Rural Residential-10 areas, the average parcel size is a only 6.57 acres. In fact, 78% of the parcels within
this area are less than 10 acres. The County has not implemented measures consistent with Policy 6.D.1 to promote clustering
in this area, nor applied any “specialty agricultural” provisions to this area.
As an alternative to deleting Objective LU 6.D and LU Policy 6.D.1 entirely (as Applicant originally proposed), the Applicant
suggests that the County could amend both to allow Applicant’s proposal to move forward while the County concurrently
adopts a better incentive for maintaining a large parcel pattern in this area. This alternative language is on the next page.
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Objective LU 6.D
Designate as Rural Residential-10 those areas outside the Marysville-Arlington Urban Growth Areas east of I-5 to maintain
large parcel patterns for small farm and low density residential uses.
Policy 6.D.1
Provide that the portion of the Rural Residential-10 area bounded on the south by 108th and the north by the diagonal railroad
line be maintained in rural status and specialty agriculture through cluster provisions and a specialty agricultural priority.

MV1 and RURAL1 COMMENT LETTER
Alternative to the Deletion of Objective LU 6.D and Policy LU 6.D.1:
Objective LU 6.D
Designate as Apply the Rural Residential-10 in those areas east of outside the Marysville-Arlington Urban
Growth Areas east of I-5 to where it is possible to maintain large parcel patterns for small farm and low density
residential uses or hobby farms.
Policy 6.D.1
Provide that the portion of the Rural Residential-10 area bounded on the south by 108th and the north by the
diagonal railroad line be incentivized to be maintained in rural status and remain as large parcels and hobby
farms specialty agriculture through including these areas as sending sites within the Transfer of Development
Rights program cluster provisions and a specialty agricultural priority.
These proposed modifications would:
•
•
•

allow for an expansion of the Marysville UGA to include MV1 (and MV2 as submitted by applicant NorthPoint),
provide better incentive to preserve the size of remaining parcels within this area, and
limit future rural growth (by the transfer of development rights) which will the County be more consistent with its rural
growth targets

3. Applicant has submitted written testimony to the record stating that farming is no longer viable in this area, that it has ceased
its farming, and that it can no longer find others willing to lease the land for farming. Without action to address this real issue,
the County is not being consistent with Goal 5 of the GMA, which under (b) states “to achieve a variety of rural densities and
uses, counties may provide for clustering, density transfer, conservation easements, etc.” The County has provided no
incentives for this area, has negatively impacted property owners, and hasn’t been able to stop the subdivision of these rural
parcels as the owners are opting to divide them by testamentary subdivision in lieu of alternatives.
4. The Marysville UGA has a 2044 population deficit of 8,738, meaning zoning must change, the boundary must expand, or both
to accommodate this gap in planning. Adding this area to the UGA would not result in the composite UGA exceeding the 20year forecasted UGA population growth by more than 15%. Instead, this expansion would assist the City and County in
providing capacity to accommodate nearly 9,000 people by 2044 that can’t be accommodated today.
5. Marysville has a long track record of working to plan growth first in the urban growth area. Further, Marysville has consistently
accommodated density more efficiency within its existing UGA. This is evidenced by the fact that densities in the R6.5 zone
increased from 4.46 units/acre in the 2007 Buildable Lands Report for Snohomish County to 4.78 units/acre in the 2021
Buildable Lands Report for Snohomish County. Similar trends were seen in the R8 zone, which had a density assumption of
8 units/acre in the 2007 report, which increased to 9.74 units/acre by the 2021 report.
We respectfully request the Council include RURAL1 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation based on the
following:
1. RURAL1 is only six parcels, which four are greater than 10 acres while two are less than 5 acres in size. Even if the County
were to deny Applicant’s request, there is nothing the guarantees Applicant’s large parcels will not be further subdivided in
the future. For example, Applicant’s could put the land in a trust and through the procedures for testamentary subdivision,
divide their property into many smaller lots. See AFN 201807205008 and 201703165004 for examples of how this has been
to the north of the Applicant’s property.
2. The Applicant for RURAL1 is the owner of most of the property within RURAL1 as well as all the property within MV1. By
adding both MV1 and RURAL1 to the docket, the County, and the Applicant for both proposals could work toward a solution
to add MV1 to the UGA while permanently protecting or preserving the area in RURAL1 by approving the MV1 expansion and
allowing the area within RURAL1 to participate in the Transfer of Development Rights program. This would result in some
expansion of the UGA, but it would also provide for a mechanism to protect the area in RURAL1 from future development
activity by the sale of its development rights.
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MV1 and RURAL1 COMMENT LETTER
3. Applicant for RURAL1 believes that there are opportunities to work collaboratively with the County to minimally expand the
Marysville UGA in exchange for better protection other rural lands Applicant owns adjacent thereto.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 425-344-1523.
Sincerely,

David Toyer
President
Steve Skorney, PDS
David Killingstad, PDS
Van Dam Farms
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MV1 and RURAL1 COMMENT LETTER
EXHIBIT A
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MV1 and RURAL1 COMMENT LETTER
EXHIBIT B
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Toyer <david@toyerstrategic.com>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 9:42 AM
Contact Council
Eco, Debbie; Skorney, Steve; Killingstad, David; Anne Anderson; Peter Condyles; Heather Toyer
APPLICANT COMMENT LTR - MV1 & RURAL1 DOCKET PROPOSALS
MV1 & RURAL 1 APPLICANT LTR 1-7-22.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Good morning! Attached please find the Applicants’ comment letter for docket proposals MV1 and RURAL1. Please let me know if
you have any questions.
Sincerely,
DAVID K. TOYER, PRESIDENT
TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
425-344-1523
toyerstrategic.com
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com

December 12, 2021
Mr. Steve Skorney, Sr. Planner
Planning & Development Services
Snohomish County
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
REVISED PROPOSAL FOR SW15 RNK INVESTMENTS
Dear Mr. Skorney:
Our firm represents RNK Investments, LLC, the applicants for SW15 (“Applicant” or “Client”). We have reviewed the PDS Revised
Recommendation dated December 2, 2021 and they seek to revise their original proposal to reduce the size of the proposed
expansion.
In submitting this revision well in advance of Council’s hearing to establish the Final Docket, our client respectfully requests that
PDS reconsider its recommendation that SW15 not be processed further.
Summary of Revision
Applicant has reduced the size of the proposed expansion area from 64 acres (in red) to 25 acres (in blue) as reflected in the
attached map. This reduction eliminates parcels separately proposed by SW14 Petrie, excludes the parcel owned by the Everett
School District, and bisects Parcel 27050900101903 to conform with the limits of the Rural Urban Transition Area (RUTA) overlay
and keep the unnamed stream that flows east to Little Bear Creek outside the future UGA.
Additional Applicant Analysis
In the following pages the Applicant addresses PDS’ recommendations in the context of the reduced proposal area. Applicant also
provides further information on water and sewer infrastructure from the County’s Boundary Planning Study, which information
shows SW15 is every bit as consistent with the infrastructure information it reviewed for SW14 – a proposal to the north which the
County has recommended be included in the Final Docket.
Conclusion
Applicant’s revised proposal area, which reduces the size of the expansion, is consistent with the Docket Review and Evaluation
Criteria and PDS should amend its report to recommend SW15 be included in the Final Docket for further processing.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

President
County Council
David Killingstad, PDS
RNK Investments, LLC
+Exhibits
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Analysis of Revised SW15 RNK Investments Docket Proposal

PDS ANALYSIS
Site Related Information, Critical Areas
Page 3:
PDS identifies that there is a pond in a portion of
the area, which connects to an unnamed stream
that travels east to Little Bear Creek. PDS points
out that the area is partially within the Tambark
Creek basin of the North Creek Watershed and
also within the Little Bear Creek watershed.

Site Related Information, Infrastructure
Pages 3 & 4:
PDS indicates that 169th is a minor collector and
unopened right of way exists at 164th. PDS
notes that during the SWUGA Boundary
Planning study (BPS), Surface Water
Management (SWM) did additional analysis of
the Little Bear Creek area to better understand
how to manage stormwater. PDS mentions that
stormwater infrastructure for the Little Bear
Creek Watershed could be $308 million if built
out under the BPS.

APPLICANT RESPONSE
Applicant’s proposed reduced expansion is:
x

Excludes at least 50% of the pond is from
the expansion area. The pond would be
protected by the County’s critical areas
regulations that require buffers and other
protections (including impervious surface
limits in and near buffers, etc.

x

The unnamed stream would remain in the
rural area and unimpacted.

x

The revised proposal area is now almost
entirely within the Tambark Creek basin of
the North Creek Watershed, addressing
comments about stormwater infrastructure
(which is provided in accordance with the
Western Washington Stormwater Manual
and county code).

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND/OR MAP IMAGES
This image shows that
half the pond and all of
the unnamed stream
would be outside the
revised expansion area.
The most developable
portions of this
expansion area are
located within the
portion of the area within
the Tambark Creek
basin of the North Creek
Watershed and not the
Little Bear Creek
Watershed.
*The light blue highlighted area is the area within the
North Creek Watershed.

By reducing the proposal area:
x

The revised proposal area for expansion would be predominantly outside the Little Bear Creek watershed.

x

Future development in this revised area would be required to construct stormwater facilities in accordance with
the most current stormwater manual and/or additional standards imposed by the County.

x

The expansion area is small and stormwater infrastructure would be built by private development, not the
County.
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Analysis of Revised SW15 RNK Investments Docket Proposal

PDS ANALYSIS
Criterion “a”
PDS states that the area would not be consistent
with RCW 36.70A.020(10) Environment because
the expansion would have an adverse
environmental impact on the Little Bear Creek
Watershed.

SW15 - APPLICANT RESPONSE

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND/OR MAP IMAGES

As mentioned above, the revised boundary proposed
for inclusion in the UGA is predominantly within the
Tambark Creek Basin of the North Creek Watershed.
Snohomish County has appropriate codes in place to
require critical areas buffers, including limits on
impervious surfaces in and near buffers, perimeter
buffer requirements of subdivisions, etc.
Further Applicant’s revised proposal area (right,
shown in blue) was identified in the SWUGA BPS to
be an area that has higher suitability for future
residential development.

PDS states that the area would not be consistent
with RCW 36.70A.020(12), requiring public
facilities and services necessary to support
development be adequate to serve development
at the time of occupancy and use without
decreasing current service levels below locally
established minimum standards. PDS states the
Applicant hasn’t demonstrated the facilities are
programmed or available to serve the expansion
area.

Applicant calls attention to the RCW, which clearly
states that the responsibility is to ensure that public
facilities and services shall be adequate to serve
development at the time of occupancy and use.
The statue does not require that this question be fully
answered prior to the 8-year update to the
Comprehensive Plan update. Further, such updates
are limited to a programmatic evaluation, which is
later reviewed at the project level.

The SWUGA BPS at Exhibit 5, Sewer Feasibility, shows that
Applicant’s revised proposal area (outlined in blue) is an “area
that can be served from adjacent areas outside the UGA” and
is within the “potential future service area accounted for by
Silver Lake Water & Sewer District.” The maroon-colored lines
show the existing, adjacent sewer mains.

If services could be shown to be available or
programmed this early in the process, then future
project SEPA or any other similar process would be
unnecessary.
Water and sewer are available either adjacent to or
within a short distance of Applicant’s revised
expansion proposal area (see attached maps from the
SWUGA BPS). Developers are responsible for water
and sewer extensions and the County requires
developers prove water and sewer to serve
development is available at time of development
application.
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Analysis of Revised SW15 RNK Investments Docket Proposal

PDS ANALYSIS
Continued from previous page

SW15 - APPLICANT RESPONSE
Continued from previous page

ADDITIONAL INFORMATION AND/OR MAP IMAGES
SWUGA BPS at Exhibit 2, Water Feasibility, shows that
Applicant’s reduced expansion area (shown in the blue border)
is half within an area confirmed to be served by water from
adjacent areas outside the UGA. Moreover, Applicant’s
proposed expansion is bordered on the south by a Alderwood
water main (shown in green) and is near existing, adjacent
water mains to the west (shown in maroon). The portion of the
Applicant’s revised proposal area that is not currently claimed
by a water district can be added, especially considering the
developer would be required to extend the infrastructure from
north to south – likely to create a loop.
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Analysis of Revised SW15 RNK Investments Docket Proposal

PDS ANALYSIS

SW15 - APPLICANT RESPONSE

PDS indicates that “even with planned
improvements, future roadway capacity will be
limited on 35th Ave SE” and that proposal would
“contribute to future overcapacity conditions on
35th Ave and the scope and cost of improvement
that would be likely necessary to accommodate
new development.

The purpose of the 8-year comprehensive plan is to establish the next 20-year plan showing how the County will handle
increased population and employment (in this case out to 2044). This planning initiative requires an Environmental
Impact Statement that identifies the likely impacts of the development alternatives under consideration, including
impacts to infrastructure. The process also includes concurrent updates to the capital facilities plan and transportation
element.
Applicant’s proposal may contribute to the need for additional improvements, but every proposed change in the 8year comprehensive plan update (from increasing density in a transit corridor to expanding a UGA boundary) is
going to have an impact on traffic volumes and may require additional improvements beyond what had been
planned in the last comprehensive plan.
The Mill Creek MUGA has a population capacity shortfall and will need to accommodate additional population to meet
its 2044 target. Whether growth goes up or out (or both), the result will be additional transportation needs due to a
higher population target. As part of a 20-year plan update, counties and cities review the levels of service they have
established, and they may change them. Applicant’s proposal should not be kept out of the 8-year update when growth
and levels of service are the key discussion points in evaluating alternatives the Council must choose from in 2024.
Applicant points out that all new development is responsible for frontage improvements, road extensions, paying traffic
mitigation fees, etc. And in some cases, developments also must pay extra for “inadequate road conditions” or
situations where an arterial unit is in “arrears” under Snohomish County Code Chapter 30.66B.
In the future, the County may need to employ measures under 30.66B to declare certain intersections or road segments
at “ultimately capacity” – a policy decision that recognizes more infrastructure can’t be built to solve the problem. This
policy discussion will become more and more poignant as the County (and region) continue to double down on a growth
strategy for the region that heavily focuses on growth into centers and corridors.

PDS concluded that Applicant’s proposal was
consistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2) because
there is a shortfall in the capacity of the adjacent
UGA area to accommodate the target population
projected for 2044.

Applicant’s reduced expansion area would still be consistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2) as it would help address the
population capacity shortfall in the adjacent UGA this would be expanding.
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Analysis of Revised SW15 RNK Investments Docket Proposal

PDS ANALYSIS
PDS contends that Applicant’s proposal is not
consistent with 2050 MPPs at RGS-4 and RGS6 as it would not first accommodate the region’s
forecast population in the existing UGA (RGS-4)
and it doesn’t encourage efficient use of land by
optimizing development potential in existing
urban lands (RGS-6).

SW15 - APPLICANT RESPONSE
Applicant’s reduced expansion area would be consistent with MPPs RGS4 and RGS-6 as follows:
x

The SWUGA, and even more specifically the Mill Creek MUGA, has developed faster than anticipated,
experienced a lower market reduction factor for development and redevelopment, and achieved higher than
previously anticipated densities. Thus, the County has fulfilled its responsibility under RGS-4 and RGS-6. The
County has the ability to consider UGA expansions to address the 2044 population capacity shortfall of 6,430.
The following outlines how the County has been (and will continue to be) consistent with the MPPs, justifying
the proposed UGA expansion:
o

“While the observed market factor in both areas were below the existing market factors for vacant and
underutilized land, the resulting market factors in the SWUGA were also lower than the non-SWUGA
(reflecting the land market conditions of the SWUGA as a higher demand area).” Source:

ECONorthwest report on Methods and Procedures Technical Supplement: Response to E2SSB-5254,
adopted by Snohomish County Tomorrow June 2020, Page 11.

o

The Mill Creek MUGA, which Applicant’s proposed expansion borders has been the most efficient
area of the County in achieving its 2035 population (prioritizing growth first in the existing UGA). The
most current buildable lands report shows the unincorporated UGAs attained 118% of their 2035
population growth and Mill Creek (City) had attained over 128% of its 2035 population growth. This
means that Snohomish County (who is responsible for the unincorporated portion of the Mill Creek
MUGA) and the City of Mill Creek (who is responsible for the incorporated area of the MUGA) have
been so efficient at accommodating population that they’ve exceed their target for 2035 fourteen
years early. Source: 2021 Buildable Lands Report for Snohomish County, page 11.

o

The unincorporated portion of the Mill Creek MUGA had attained 148% of its 2035 growth target by
2020 and had used up 89% of its population capacity by 2020. In other words, the MUGA took in
148% of its growth on 89% of its land. That’s efficiency! Source: Snohomish County Tomorrow 2020
Growth Monitoring Report, Figure P-12, page 16.

o

City of Mill Creek had a 2020 population capacity estimate of 20,590 against a population target for
2035 of 20,369, meaning it fulfilled its goal roughly 5 years into a 20-year plan horizon. Source:
Snohomish County Tomorrow 2020 Growth Monitoring Report, page 44.

o

Within all the unincorporated UGAs, the average buildable density achieved in residential
developments exceeded the average predicted in the 2012 BLR for the same locations by 20%.

Source: ECONorthwest May 27, 2020 Snohomish County Tomorrow Steering Committee Presentation on
the Snohomish County 2021 Buildable Lands Report Methodology Review & Update, slide 18 and 21.
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Analysis of Revised SW15 RNK Investments Docket Proposal

PDS ANALYSIS
PDS contends that the proposal is not consistent
with the CPPs because it is not consistent with
Factor c of DP-2 that it “otherwise complies with
the Growth Management Act”

PDS indicates that Applicant’s original proposal
is consistent with Factors a, b and e of DP-2.

SW15 - APPLICANT RESPONSE
PDS opined that Applicant’s original expansion area was not consistent with GMA goals 10 (Environment) and 12
(Infrastructure at Time of Development). Applicant disagrees.
Applicant’s reduced expansion area is now even further in compliance with goals 10 and 12 as follows:
x

The reduced proposal area is almost entirely out of the Little Bear Creek Watershed.

x

The reduced proposal area excludes almost all potential critical areas and buffers.

x

The reduced proposal area is within a sewer service area (SWUGA BPS) and can extend infrastructure from
the west to this area.

x

The reduced proposal area is predominantly within the Silver Lake Water and Sewer District water service
boundary and water mains exist to the west, as well as a main that runs along 168th at this area’s southern
boundary.

x

The transportation concerns raised by PDS can be identified and discussed during this 8-year update as the
County will be concurrently reviewing and updating its Transportation Element. Given that the Mill Creek
MUGA is going to need to plan for accommodating a shortfall of +6,000 population, there will be impacts to
intersections and road segments not previously planned or funded no matter what. This 8-year planning
process is the ideal time for consider both infill and UGA expansions so that the plan area and the
transportation element are aligned.

Applicants reduced expansion area would continue to be consistent with these factors, because:
a. The proposal to add population capacity is supported by the 2021 BLR and initial 2044 growth targets.
b. The results of the 2044 initial growth targets and the 2021 BLR show a shortfall in population capacity to
accommodate the 20-year forested population.
e. The proposal is consistent with Condition 2 of factor e, as it would be eligible for consideration as part of an
8-year update to the comprehensive plan.
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Analysis of Revised SW15 RNK Investments Docket Proposal

PDS ANALYSIS
PDS findings on the rezone request:
1. The rezone was not consistent as it
didn’t meet all the criteria in SCC
30.74.030(1).
2. The proposal did not demonstrate that
public facilities and services are
available or programmed

SW15 - APPLICANT RESPONSE
Applicant disagrees with these findings and contends that the reduced expansion area proposed shouldn’t be eliminated
from the 8-year comprehensive planning update because this condition could technically never support a UGA
expansion because sewer is not allowed in rural areas (i.e. sewer in the rural area is never available or programmed).
We argue that “never” is neither the policy of the county, the region, or the GMA itself.
Additionally, the 8-year planning process is the venue where the public facilities and services are programmed to
accommodate future population and employment targets for 2044. This “programming” will be an outcome of the EIS
process (and the growth alternatives considered) and the concurrent requirement to update capital facilities plans and
the transportation element at that same time as the 8-year update.
What is essential is that this proposed rezone is:
x

reasonably proximate to existing water and sewer infrastructure, and is within or could be easily added to an
adjacent water or sewer service area. It is fair to state that the infrastructure can be programmed within the 8year update to be available to serve development as the request is not a project rezone (it’s part of a plan
update) and the extension of utilities to this area is not an unreasonable distance from existing service.

x

needed to make up for a shortfall in population capacity for 2044, which shortfall will need to be accounted for
through increased density and/or one or more expansions. This will require some combination of rezones
inside the UGA and/or UGA expansion. Whether this additional density is planned inside the existing UGA or
part of an expansion to the UGA, the 8-year update will have to show that the changes are supported by
available or programmed facilities and services. The capacity shortfall, not Applicant’s proposal, requires that
the County update its 8-year plan, capital facilities plan, and transportation element to accommodate the
population target and “program” facility and service needs.

Finally, whether Applicant’s proposal is in the docket or not, the County will need to plan for +6,000 more in population
capacity that will impact the water, sewer, and transportation infrastructure one way or another.
At present, the County cannot say with 100% certainty that the infrastructure (water, sewer, transportation) for those
+6,000 people is available or programmed within the existing UGA boundary. That’s why this planning process is
necessary.
Therefore, it is disingenuous that the County would argue to exclude the Applicant’s proposal from the 8-year update.
The purpose of the 8-year update is to address capacity shortfalls in population (and employment) and program the
improvements needed for the next 20-year period. There will always be new growth to accommodate and subsequently
new facilities and services to program. Applicant’s proposal allows the County to review growth alternatives for the Mill
Creek MUGA.
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
10519 20th ST SE, STE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com
January 7, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
DOCKET PROPOSAL SW15
Dear Council Members:
Our firm represents RNK Investments, LLC, the applicants for SW15 (“Applicant” or “Client”). We responded to the December 2,
2021, PDS Revised Recommendation in a letter dated December 12, 2021, requesting re-evaluation based on a reduction in the
size of the proposal from 64 acres to 25 acres. Council was cc’d on that letter (attached).
We ask that the County Council add SW15 to the final docket for consideration within the 8-year comprehensive plan update. In
making this request, we stress the following:
1. RCW 36.70A.020(12), requires public facilities and services necessary to support development be adequate to serve
development at the time of occupancy and use, NOT at the time a planning proposal is initiated, especially when such proposal
would be part of a programmatic update to the County’s Comprehensive Plan.
2. There is a population capacity shortfall of 6,430 in the Mill Creek MUGA where Applicant seeks an expansion. Whether that
population capacity is accommodated via increases in density, a UGA expansion, or a combination thereof, traffic volumes
on existing roads are going to increase and levels of service will need to be evaluated. This is rightly accomplished through
the 8-year update.
3. The County has already attempted to keep growth within the UGA first and the County has implemented regulatory changes
in the last several years to improve the efficiency (density) of development in the East Mill Creek UGA. However, despite all
these efforts, the SWUGA of which the Mill Creek MUGA is part of, has developed faster than anticipated, experienced a
lower market reduction factor for development and redevelopment, and achieved higher than previously anticipated densities.
Thus, the County has fulfilled its responsibility under RGS-4 and RGS-6 and has ample justification to consider UGA
expansions to address the 2044 population capacity shortfall of 6,430. The following supports these assertions:
o

“While the observed market factor in both areas were below the existing market factors for vacant and underutilized land,
the resulting market factors in the SWUGA were also lower than the non-SWUGA (reflecting the land market conditions of
the SWUGA as a higher demand area).” Source: ECONorthwest report on Methods and Procedures Technical Supplement:

Response to E2SSB-5254, adopted by Snohomish County Tomorrow June 2020, Page 11.

o

The Mill Creek MUGA, which Applicant’s proposed expansion borders has been the most efficient area of the County in
achieving its 2035 population (prioritizing growth first in the existing UGA). The most current buildable lands report shows
the unincorporated UGAs attained 118% of their 2035 population growth and Mill Creek (City) had attained over 128% of
its 2035 population growth. This means that Snohomish County (who is responsible for the unincorporated portion of the
Mill Creek MUGA) and the City of Mill Creek (who is responsible for the incorporated area of the MUGA) have been so
efficient at accommodating population that they’ve exceed their target for 2035 fourteen years early. Source: 2021
Buildable Lands Report for Snohomish County, page 11.

o

The unincorporated portion of the Mill Creek MUGA had attained 148% of its 2035 growth target by 2020 and had used up
89% of its population capacity by 2020. In other words, the MUGA took in 148% of its growth on 89% of its land. That’s
efficiency! Source: Snohomish County Tomorrow 2020 Growth Monitoring Report, Figure P-12, page 16.

o

City of Mill Creek had a 2020 population capacity estimate of 20,590 against a population target for 2035 of 20,369,
meaning it fulfilled its goal roughly 5 years into a 20-year plan horizon. Source: Snohomish County Tomorrow 2020 Growth

Monitoring Report, page 44.

o

Within all the unincorporated UGAs, the average buildable density achieved in residential developments exceeded the
average predicted in the 2012 BLR for the same locations by 20%. Source: ECONorthwest May 27, 2020 Snohomish
County Tomorrow Steering Committee Presentation on the Snohomish County 2021 Buildable Lands Report Methodology
Review & Update, slide 18 and 21.

We strongly encourage the Council to add the Applicant Revised Proposal for SW15 to the final docket for further review and
processing.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Sincerely,

President
Steve Skorney, PDS
David Killingstad, PDS
RNK Investments, LLC
Attachment

From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Toyer <david@toyerstrategic.com>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 9:49 AM
Contact Council
Eco, Debbie; Killingstad, David; Skorney, Steve; Heather Toyer; Peter Condyles; Anne Anderson
APPLICANT COMMENT LTR - SW15 RNK INVESTMENTS
SW15 APPLICANT LETTER 1-7-22.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Good morning! Attached please find the Applicants’ comment letter for docket proposal for SW15 RNK Investments. Please let me
know if you have any questions.
Thank you,
DAVID K. TOYER, PRESIDENT
TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
425-344-1523
toyerstrategic.com
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.

10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com

January 7, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
MV2 – NORTHPOINT COMMENT LETTER
Dear Council Members:
Our firm represents NorthPoint Development, the Applicant for MV2. We have reviewed the PDS Revised Recommendation dated
December 2, 2021 and disagree with their findings and recommendation.
We respectfully request the Council include MV1 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation based on the
following:
1. GMA requires public facilities and services necessary to support development be available at the time the development is
available for occupancy and use, not at the time of the programmatic review of a proposal. Identifying the facilities and services
needed to support growth (whether it occur inside or outside the UGA) is an essential part of the 8-year update, which
Applicant’s proposal seeks to be considered within. Further:
a. A public water main extends across the southern boundary of this proposed expansion area. (See Exhibit A)
b. Sewer service is being extended by the Applicant to areas adjacent to the western boundary of this site as part of its
Cascade Commerce Center project.
c. Over 6,900 lineal feet of the >12,000 lineal feet of this area borders the existing urban growth areas for Marysville
and Arlington. And 67th Avenue NE would make for a more logical eastern boundary.
d. The western boundary of this proposed expansion area is the BNSF railway. Applicant has a working relationship
with BNSF and including this area within the UGA will allow for the addition of new rail infrastructure that can serve
rail related industries locating in the Cascade Industrial Center. This expands upon the project the Applicant is
already constructing, which project consists of more than 420 acres of industrial development immediately adjacent
to the west of this expansion area.
e. Traffic to this area regardless of the expansion is going to be a challenge. However, by approving this expansion,
the County would provide the appropriate conditions that allow the Applicant to create a rail spur from the existing
track, which spur would branch off to the east north of 152nd Street, avoiding the need for a second at-grade rail
crossing on 152nd Street, which situation would further impact traffic patterns in the area and decrease safety.
Applicant can not create such a spur within the UGA as it would need to cross 152nd further west in order to avoid
conflict with the newly relocated Edgecomb Creek.
f.

Transportation Improvements to the area are coming because of Applicant’s adjacent development, WSDOT
investments in 172nd, and a future interchange at 156th Street & Interstate 5, which is planned to connect to 152nd
just west of 51st. Further, Applicant will be building 59th Avenue from 152nd Street to 172nd Street, and 160th Street
between 51st Avenue and 59th Avenue. These are only a fraction of the public and private transportation
improvements planned or under construction in this area (see image next page). The proposed UGA expansion can
be accommodated by these planned improvements.

MV2 APPLICANT COMMENT LETTER
2. Applicant has proposed to delete GPP Objective LU 6.D and LU Policy 6.D.1 because they are not working. Among the 28
parcels within this proposed expansion area the average parcel size is a only 6.5 acres and only 4 of the 28 parcels are 10
acres or larger in size.
3. However, Applicant would support the alternative proposed by the Applicants for MV1, which would amend the Objective LU
6.D and Policy LU 6.D.1 as follows:
Objective LU 6.D
Designate as Apply the Rural Residential-10 in those areas east of outside the Marysville-Arlington Urban
Growth Areas east of I-5 to where it is possible to maintain large parcel patterns for small farm and low density
residential uses or hobby farms.
Policy 6.D.1
Provide that the portion of the Rural Residential-10 area bounded on the south by 108th and the north by the
diagonal railroad line be incentivized to be maintained in rural status and remain as large parcels and hobby
farms specialty agriculture through including these areas as sending sites within the Transfer of Development
Rights program cluster provisions and a specialty agricultural priority.
As an alternative this would:
•
•

allow for an expansion of the Marysville UGA to include NorthPoint’s MV2 expansion, and
provide better incentive to preserve remaining parcels within the Rural Residential-10 area

4. PDS has argued that the 2044 employment targets for this area do not support the proposed MV2 expansion as it would result
in the UGA exceeding its target by 35. It should be noted that the employment target in question is the “Preliminary” target
and the County has the discretion to consider a larger target based on market and other factors. One of those market factors
is the demand and speed at which development is happening in this area. GMA allows for consideration of market demand
when establishing UGA boundaries. The following image illustrates the market demand for development in this area.
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5. The Applicant disagrees with PDS’ assessment that it is inconsistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2). Applicant contends that it is
consistent with RCW 36.70.110(2) and Goal 5 of the GMA at RCW 36.70A.020, which state:
RCW 36.70.110(2):
“An urban growth area determination may include a reasonable land market supply factor and shall
permit a range of urban densities and uses. In determining this market factor, cities and counties may
consider local circumstances. Cities and counties have discretion in their comprehensive plans to
make many choices about accommodating growth.” Emphasis Added
RCW 360.70A.020(5):
Economic development. Encourage economic development throughout the state that is consistent with
adopted comprehensive plans, promote economic opportunity for all citizens of this state, especially
for unemployed and for disadvantaged persons, promote the retention and expansion of existing
businesses and recruitment of new businesses, recognize regional differences impacting economic
development opportunities, and encourage growth in areas experiencing insufficient economic
growth, all within the capacities of the state's natural resources, public services, and public facilities.
Specifically, the MV2 expansion is consistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2) and Goal 5 of the GMA as follows:
•

the expansion would directly relate to local circumstances and market demand.

•

the expansion area is located within a federally created Opportunity Zone, which purpose of Opportunity Zones is to
attract economic investment to Census Tracts that are distressed due to being underserved, having little investment
and lower incomes. By law only 25% of distressed census tracts could be designated as such by the Governor.
Therefore, it would be wise to maximize the development potential in these areas given that such areas are limited
to very few areas. (see Exhibit B)

•

The expansion area would encourage investment in the railroad, creating opportunities to serve rail-related industries
in the Cascade Industrial Center. Access to rail is currently limited in most of the center and the Applicant is not able
to extend rail within the UGA boundary as it would create a second at-grade crossing on 152nd and would interfere
with the relocation and restoration of Edgecomb Creek.

6. PDS’ recommendation fails to recognize that employment targets, especially those for industrial development, are not like
population targets. Population targets can be accommodated in already developed areas through redevelopment and higher
densities. By contrast, industrial development is driven to specific locations based on infrastructure, including proximity to
utilities, major transportation nodes (railways, airports, interstates, highways, waterways, etc.), etc., and high concentrations
of workforce. This site is proximate to rail, within a few miles of Interstate 5 and Highway 9, and positioned for a reverse
commute of employees who live in the concentrated population centers of Everett, Marysville, Arlington and Lake Stevens.
7. There are only 10 regionally recognized manufacturing industrial centers. As shown in Figure 1 on the next page, the Cascade
Industrial Center, which Applicant’s proposal seeks to be included within, is the only such center than can be expanded to
add land and further rail access/service. Therefore, Applicant’s proposal is a unique and specific local circumstance which
the County and City can consider when establishing the urban growth boundary under GMA, the multi-county planning
policies, countywide planning policies and general policy plan. The Applicant’s proposal is consistent with the following:
GMA Goals
Goals 1, 2, 3, 9,
11, 12

MPP Policies
RC-7
RGS-5, 9, 10, 11
DP-2, 13, 14, 50
Ec-1, 3, 5, 21, 22
T-14, 19, 25, 26, 28

CPP Policies
DP-1, 2, 9, 37
ED-1, 9, 14
TR-22

GPP Objectives
LU 1.A, 1.C, 3.E
NE 1.A, 1.B
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FIGURE 1:
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On behalf of our client, we urge the County Council to place MV2 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 425-344-1523.
Sincerely,

David Toyer
President
Steve Skorney, PDS
David Killingstad, PDS
NorthPoint Development
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EXHIBIT A:
WATER UTILITY LOCATION
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MV2 APPLICANT COMMENT LETTER
EXHIBIT B:
OPPORTUNITY ZONE MAP
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Toyer <david@toyerstrategic.com>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 2:20 PM
Contact Council
Eco, Debbie; Skorney, Steve; Killingstad, David; Peter Condyles; Anne Anderson; Heather Toyer;
tsmith@northpointkc.com; Benjamin Mitton
MV2 DOCKET APPLICANT LTR 1-7-2022
MV 2 APPLICATION LTR 1-7-22.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Good afternoon. Attached is a letter on behalf of the Applicant for Docket Proposal MV2 – NorthPoint. Should you have any
questions, please do not hesitate to contact me.
Thank you,
DAVID K. TOYER, PRESIDENT
TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
425-344-1523
toyerstrategic.com
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.

10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com

January 7, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
DOCKET PROPOSAL LS5 – APPLICANT LETTER
Dear Council Members:
Our firm represents Glenn Gustafson, the Applicant for LS5. We have reviewed the PDS Revised Recommendation dated
December 2, 2021, and disagree with their findings and recommendation.
We respectfully request the Council include LS5 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation based on the
following:
1. The LS5 expansion would only increase population capacity in Lake Stevens by 469 people, accounting for less than a 1%
increase in the UGA’s population capacity. This is consistent with CPP DP-2(b), which states that the “resulting additional
population capacity within the Snohomish County composite UGA . . . does not exceed the total 20-year forecast UGA
population by more than 15 percent.” The preliminary 2044 target for Lake Stevens (city and UGA) is 50,952.
2. The LS5 expansion would increase employment capacity in the Lake Stevens UGA and resolve a current employment deficit.
Further, the proposed 8.5 acres of urban industrial designated land would encourage the creation of non-service sector jobs.
3. The Applicant disagrees with PDS’ assessment that its proposal is inconsistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2) and. Applicant
contends that it is consistent with RCW 36.70.110(2) and GMA goals 2 and 4 in RCW 36.70A.020, which state:
RCW 36.70.110(2):
“An urban growth area determination may include a reasonable land market supply factor and shall
permit a range of urban densities and uses. In determining this market factor, cities and counties may
consider local circumstances. Cities and counties have discretion in their comprehensive plans to
make many choices about accommodating growth.”
RCW 36.70A.020(2) and (4):
(2) Reduce sprawl. Reduce the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into sprawling, lowdensity development.
(4) Housing. Plan for and accommodate housing affordable to all economic segments of the population of
this state, promote a variety of residential densities and housing types, and encourage preservation
of existing housing stock. Emphasis Added
Specifically, LS5 is consistent with these as follows:
•

the expansion address local circumstances and market demands. Lake Stevens has consistently picked up the slack
for larger communities that are not growing at a pace to meet market demand. According to the most recent buildable
lands report, if linear growth were assumed, all UGAs should have accommodated 42% of their population growth
by 2021. By contrast, Everett and Marysville have fallen beyond, achieving just 18.8% and 34.8% of their population
growth respectively. For example, Everett’s population target for 2035 required a total population increase of 66,784

LS5 APPLICANT COMMENT LETTER
meaning that Everett is over 11,000 in population behind its target with a 2044 initial population target that requires
it grow at a rate of 2,571 people annually on a linear pace. This is important to Lake Stevens’ planning and the
additional of capacity to the Lake Stevens UGA because during this same period Everett was falling way behind,
Lake Stevens was accommodating 60% of its 2035 growth target (24,354 people) and has approximately 58% of its
remaining capacity as pending for development as of the publication of the buildable lands report in 2021.
•

the LS5 expansion converts rural land to the UGA, but the language in GMA Goal 2 uses the word “reduce”
as opposed to stronger language like “prohibit” – this show the intent of the Legislature to not require that
UGA boundaries remain unchanged in perpetuity. Further, only half of the LS5 expansion converts land
from rural to urban (the other half is an existing park), ensuring that this proposal is not encouraging lowdensity sprawl.

•

LS5 is located within the Rural Urban Transition Area (RUTA), which the General Policy Plan has stated is
“intended to reserve a potential supply of land for future addition into the UGA.” It is time to tap that supply.
Focusing solely on increasing densities and allowing more housing types has increased supply, but
increased supply of units has failed to address the cost of housing because the price of land has escalated
uncontrollably because there is less and less developable land within the UGA. Additional land supply from
the RUTA areas, which were expected over two decades ago to be developed in the future, would help
recalibrate the market and improve access to more affordable options.

•

the expansion would add 8.5 acres of urban industrial land, 30.5 acres of urban medium density residential
and 42 acres of public/institutional land (the Lake Stevens Community Park) to the Lake Stevens UGA. It
makes sense to have the park within the UGA and doing so will only add 39 acres to the UGA.

4. GMA requires public facilities and services necessary to support development be available at the time the development is
available for occupancy and use, not at the time of the programmatic review of a proposal. Identifying the facilities and services
needed to support growth (whether it occur inside or outside the UGA) is an essential part of the 8-year update, which
Applicant’s proposal seeks to be considered within. That said, the following is a summary of key infrastructure points:
•

public sewer is approximately 1,900 feet away at the corner of 16th Street NE and 131st avenue NE. (See Exhibit A)

•

water service from Snohomish County PUD (SNOPUD Integrated 3) is available even closer to the site than sewer
service.

•

adding LS5 to the Lake Stevens UGA, the County would be encouraging future development that would be
responsible for installing a new road into the site aligned with 16th Street NE. This road would eliminate a number of
safety concerns related to the separation between this intersection and the entrance to the Lake Stevens Community
Park.

•

LS5 should have minimal impact on SR 92. Half the area is already a community park. The half that would be
developed would provide for needed employment opportunities in Lake Stevens, as well as a minimal increase in
housing. For most services (grocery, dining, etc.) trips from this area would access the City of Lake Stevens via 16th
Street NE or 20th Street NE.

5. The County is not responsible for adopting concurrency standards or level of services standards (LOS) for State roads.
Although the County may analyze future volumes and road capacity us for purposes of environmental review of proposals,
these roads are not county roads and locally adopted LOS standards would not be applicable (except at intersections with
local roads). SR 92 should not factor into a decision on LS5.
6. LS5 is consistent with CPP DP-2 as:
•
•

it can be supported by a land capacity analysis adopted by the County Council during this 8-year plan update
the expansion would not exceed the total 20-year forecasted population by more than 15 percent (it accounts for
less than 1% additional capacity)
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•
•
•

the expansion complies with GMA Goals 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9
it is not opposed by the city of Lake Stevens, whose UGA this proposal would be added to
it would be a result of an 8-year review to accommodate the succeeding twenty years of projected growth (DP-2.E.2)

On behalf of our client, we urge the County Council to place LS5 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 425-344-1523.
Sincerely,

David Toyer
President
Steve Skorney, PDS
David Killingstad, PDS
Glenn & Grant Gustafson
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EXHIBIT A:
SEWER UTILITY LOCATION
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Toyer <david@toyerstrategic.com>
Saturday, January 8, 2022 5:00 PM
Contact Council
Eco, Debbie; Killingstad, David; Skorney, Steve; Heather Toyer; Peter Condyles; Anne Anderson
LS5 Gustafson - Applicant Comment Letter 1-7-2022
LS5 Gustafson Letter 1-7-2022.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Good afternoon, attached please find a comment letter on behalf of the Applicant for LS5. Should you have any questions, please do
not hesitate to contact me at any time.
Very Sincerely,
DAVID K. TOYER, PRESIDENT
TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
425-344-1523
toyerstrategic.com
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.

10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com

January 8, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
DOCKET PROPOSAL LS6 – APPLICANT LETTER
Dear Council Members:
Our firm represents Taylor McLaren, the Applicant for LS6. We have reviewed the PDS Revised Recommendation dated
December 2, 2021, and disagree with their findings and recommendation.
We respectfully request the Council include LS6 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation based on the
following:
1. The LS6 expansion would only increase population capacity in Lake Stevens by 1,984 people, accounting for less than a 4%
increase in the UGA’s population capacity. This is consistent with CPP DP-2(b), which states that the “resulting additional
population capacity within the Snohomish County composite UGA . . . does not exceed the total 20-year forecast UGA
population by more than 15 percent.” The preliminary 2044 target for Lake Stevens (city and UGA) is 50,952.
2. PDS has indicated that LS6 is inconsistent with Multi-County Planning Policy (MPP) RGS-12, which states, “Avoid increasing
development capacity inconsistent with the Regional Growth Strategy in regional geographies not served by high capacity
transit.” Although “avoid” is a strong word, RGS-12 does not state that the County and City must avoid UGA expansions. It
only refers to avoiding actions that are not consistent with the other RGS policies. A review of the other RGS policies shows
that LS6 is consistent with the Regional Growth Strategy:
•

RGS-3 states “Provide flexibility in establishing and modifying growth targets within countywide planning policies,
provided growth targets support the Regional Growth Strategy.” LS6 as noted in #1 above would be consistent with
the flexibility allowed under the countywide planning policies adopted in 2021.

•

RGS-4 calls for first accommodating growth within the urban growth area. It does not say “only” accommodate
growth in urban growth areas. Lake Stevens’ UGA boundary has not changed in decades despite multiple plan
updates that have required it plan for larger population targets. The County has consistently tried to put growth in
the urban areas. However, some areas aren’t keeping up. LS6 is a modest expansion that recognizes local conditions
and does not negate efforts to continue to find ways to accommodate more growth in UGAs throughout the county.

•

RGS-5 states the County and City should “Ensure long-term stability and sustainability of the urban growth area
consistent with the regional vision.” Nothing herein implies that UGA boundaries cannot move.

•

o

In fact, the implication that a UGA should be sustainable and stable speaks to the need for Lake Stevens
to have additional commercial growth and employment. This is necessary for the City to have sufficient tax
revenues to maintain appropriate and desires services.

o

The City’s UGA has been stable as it has not been expanded in decades. By planning for an expansion at
this time, the City and County would ensure that growth in the Lake Stevens UGA for the 2044 horizon and
beyond can be sustainable this cycle and future cycles.

RGS-6 calls for the jurisdictions to “Encourage efficient use of urban land by optimizing the development potential of
existing urban lands and increasing density in the urban growth area in locations consistent with the Regional Growth
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Strategy.” The City of Lake Stevens has accomplished this as evidence by its efforts to annex its UGA, complete
numerous rezones of property to the HUR 8-12 zone (and other higher density zones), apply for Commerce grants
to update codes to improve densities, and more. During this same period the County has updated its PRD, lot size
averaging and other development codes to encourage more efficient use of land. The UGA expansion should be
approved in Lake Stevens because it has a track record of accommodating growth and doing so very efficiently.
•

RGS-8 and RGS-10 address where growth should be focused. However, neither policy state that growth should be
exclusively placed in these locations. This is not dissimilar to my goal for 2022 where I’ve said I am going to focus
on going to the gym more – this type of statement does not create an expectation that I will only go to the gym, but
rather that I will be more deliberate in going more often. In other words, the term does not establish exclusivity.

3. The LS6 expansion would increase employment capacity in the Lake Stevens UGA and help resolve a current (an frequent)
employment deficit.
4. The Applicant disagrees with PDS’ assessment that its proposal is inconsistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2) and. Applicant
contends that LS6 is consistent with RCW 36.70.110(2) and GMA goals 2 and 4 in RCW 36.70A.020, which state:
RCW 36.70.110(2):
“An urban growth area determination may include a reasonable land market supply factor and shall
permit a range of urban densities and uses. In determining this market factor, cities and counties may
consider local circumstances. Cities and counties have discretion in their comprehensive plans to
make many choices about accommodating growth.”
RCW 36.70A.020(2) and (4):
(2) Reduce sprawl. Reduce the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into sprawling, lowdensity development.
(4) Housing. Plan for and accommodate housing affordable to all economic segments of the population of
this state, promote a variety of residential densities and housing types, and encourage preservation
of existing housing stock. Emphasis Added
Specifically, LS6 is consistent with these as follows:
•

the expansion address local circumstances and market demands. Lake Stevens has consistently picked up the slack
for larger communities that are not growing at a pace to meet market demand. According to the most recent buildable
lands report, if linear growth were assumed, all UGAs should have accommodated 42% of their population growth
by 2021. By contrast, Everett and Marysville have fallen beyond, achieving just 18.8% and 34.8% of their population
growth respectively. For example, Everett’s population target for 2035 required a total population increase of 66,784
meaning that Everett is over 11,000 in population behind its target with a 2044 initial population target that requires
it grow at a rate of 2,571 people annually on a linear pace. This is important to Lake Stevens’ planning and the
additional of capacity to the Lake Stevens UGA because during this same period Everett was falling way behind,
Lake Stevens was accommodating 60% of its 2035 growth target (24,354 people) and has approximately 58% of its
remaining capacity as pending for development as of the publication of the buildable lands report in 2021.

•

the LS6 expansion converts rural land to the UGA, but the language in GMA Goal 2 uses the word “reduce”
as opposed to stronger language like “prohibit” – this shows the intent of the Legislature to not require that
UGA boundaries remain unchanged in perpetuity.

•

LS6 is partially located within the Rural Urban Transition Area (RUTA), which the General Policy Plan has
stated is “intended to reserve a potential supply of land for future addition into the UGA.” It is time to tap that
supply. Focusing solely on increasing densities and allowing more housing types has increased supply, but
increased supply of units has failed to address the cost of housing because the price of land has escalated
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uncontrollably because there is less and less developable land within the UGA. Additional land supply from
the RUTA areas, which were expected over two decades ago to be developed in the future, would help
recalibrate the market and improve access to more affordable options.
5. GMA requires public facilities and services necessary to support development be available at the time the development is
available for occupancy and use, not at the time of the programmatic review of a proposal. Identifying the facilities and services
needed to support growth (whether it occur inside or outside the UGA) is an essential part of the 8-year update, which
Applicant’s proposal seeks to be considered within. That said, the following is a summary of key infrastructure points:
•

the Lake Stevens sewer district has adopted a resolution supporting UGA expansions in Lake Stevens. Developers
are responsible for extending sewer facilities and installing lift stations, etc. The current sewer treatment plan has
capacity.

•

water service can be available from Snohomish County PUD, which presently serves the area. If needed, future
development would be responsible for extending water mains and adding new service connections.

•

Developments within LS6 would be responsible for frontage and other improvements. The County’s six-year
transportation improvement plan can be updated concurrent with the 8-yar update to account for improvements, such
as 123rd Avenue NE, and, if necessary, include them in the cost fee basis for traffic impact fees.

6. The County is not responsible for adopting concurrency standards or level of services standards (LOS) for State roads.
Although the County may analyze future volumes and road capacity us for purposes of environmental review of proposals,
these roads are not county roads and locally adopted LOS standards would not be applicable (except at intersections with
local roads). SR 92 should not factor into a decision on LS6.
7. LS6 is consistent with CPP DP-2 as:
•
•
•
•
•

it can be supported by a land capacity analysis adopted by the County Council during this 8-year plan update
the expansion would not exceed the total 20-year forecasted population by more than 15 percent (it accounts for
less than 4% additional capacity)
the expansion complies with GMA Goals 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9
it is not opposed by the city of Lake Stevens, whose UGA this proposal would be added to
it would be a result of an 8-year review to accommodate the succeeding twenty years of projected growth (DP-2.E.2)

On behalf of our client, we urge the County Council to place LS6 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 425-344-1523.
Sincerely,

David Toyer
President
Steve Skorney, PDS
David Killingstad, PDS
Taylor McLaren
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.

10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com

January 9, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
DOCKET PROPOSAL LS5 – APPLICANT LETTER
Dear Council Members:
Our firm represents Glenn Gustafson, the Applicant for LS5. We have reviewed the PDS Revised Recommendation dated
December 2, 2021, and disagree with their findings and recommendation.
We respectfully request the Council include LS5 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation based on the
following:
1. The LS5 expansion would only increase total population capacity in Lake Stevens by 469 people, accounting for less than a
1% increase in the UGA’s total population capacity. This is consistent with CPP DP-2(b), which states that the “resulting
additional population capacity within the Snohomish County composite UGA . . . does not exceed the total 20-year forecast
UGA population growth by more than 15 percent.” The preliminary 2044 target for Lake Stevens (city and UGA) is 50,952,
but Council has not adopted final targets yet.
2. The LS5 expansion would increase employment capacity in the Lake Stevens UGA and resolve a current employment deficit.
Further, the proposed 8.5 acres of urban industrial designated land would encourage the creation of non-service sector jobs.
3. The Applicant disagrees with PDS’ assessment that its proposal is inconsistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2) and. Applicant
contends that it is consistent with RCW 36.70.110(2) and GMA goals 2 and 4 in RCW 36.70A.020, which state:
RCW 36.70.110(2):
“An urban growth area determination may include a reasonable land market supply factor and shall
permit a range of urban densities and uses. In determining this market factor, cities and counties may
consider local circumstances. Cities and counties have discretion in their comprehensive plans to
make many choices about accommodating growth.”
RCW 36.70A.020(2) and (4):
(2) Reduce sprawl. Reduce the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into sprawling, lowdensity development.
(4) Housing. Plan for and accommodate housing affordable to all economic segments of the population of
this state, promote a variety of residential densities and housing types, and encourage preservation
of existing housing stock. Emphasis Added
Specifically, LS5 is consistent with these as follows:
•

the expansion address local circumstances and market demands. Lake Stevens has consistently picked up the slack
for larger communities that are not growing at a pace to meet market demand. According to the most recent buildable
lands report, if linear growth were assumed, all UGAs should have accommodated 42% of their population growth
by 2021. By contrast, Everett and Marysville have fallen beyond, achieving just 18.8% and 34.8% of their population
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growth respectively. For example, Everett’s population target for 2035 required a total population increase of 66,784
meaning that Everett is over 11,000 in population behind its target with a 2044 initial population target that requires
it grow at a rate of 2,571 people annually on a linear pace. This is important to Lake Stevens’ planning and the
additional of capacity to the Lake Stevens UGA because during this same period Everett was falling way behind,
Lake Stevens was accommodating 60% of its 2035 growth target (24,354 people) and has approximately 58% of its
remaining capacity as pending for development as of the publication of the buildable lands report in 2021.
•

the LS5 expansion converts rural land to the UGA, but the language in GMA Goal 2 uses the word “reduce”
as opposed to stronger language like “prohibit” – this show the intent of the Legislature to not require that
UGA boundaries remain unchanged in perpetuity. Further, only half of the LS5 expansion converts land
from rural to urban (the other half is an existing park), ensuring that this proposal is not encouraging lowdensity sprawl.

•

LS5 is located within the Rural Urban Transition Area (RUTA), which the General Policy Plan has stated is
“intended to reserve a potential supply of land for future addition into the UGA.” It is time to tap that supply.
Focusing solely on increasing densities and allowing more housing types has increased supply, but
increased supply of units has failed to address the cost of housing because the price of land has escalated
uncontrollably because there is less and less developable land within the UGA. Additional land supply from
the RUTA areas, which were expected over two decades ago to be developed in the future, would help
recalibrate the market and improve access to more affordable options.

•

the expansion would add 8.5 acres of urban industrial land, 30.5 acres of urban medium density residential
and 42 acres of public/institutional land (the Lake Stevens Community Park) to the Lake Stevens UGA. It
makes sense to have the park within the UGA and doing so will only add 39 acres to the UGA.

4. GMA requires public facilities and services necessary to support development be available at the time the development is
available for occupancy and use, not at the time of the programmatic review of a proposal. Identifying the facilities and services
needed to support growth (whether it occur inside or outside the UGA) is an essential part of the 8-year update, which
Applicant’s proposal seeks to be considered within. That said, the following is a summary of key infrastructure points:
•

public sewer is approximately 1,900 feet away at the corner of 16th Street NE and 131st avenue NE. (See Exhibit A)

•

water service from Snohomish County PUD (SNOPUD Integrated 3) is available even closer to the site than sewer
service.

•

adding LS5 to the Lake Stevens UGA, the County would be encouraging future development that would be
responsible for installing a new road into the site aligned with 16th Street NE. This road would eliminate a number of
safety concerns related to the separation between this intersection and the entrance to the Lake Stevens Community
Park.

•

LS5 should have minimal impact on SR 92. Half the area is already a community park. The half that would be
developed would provide for needed employment opportunities in Lake Stevens, as well as a minimal increase in
housing. For most services (grocery, dining, etc.) trips from this area would access the City of Lake Stevens via 16th
Street NE or 20th Street NE.

5. The County is not responsible for adopting concurrency standards or level of services standards (LOS) for State roads.
Although the County may analyze future volumes and road capacity us for purposes of environmental review of proposals,
these roads are not county roads and locally adopted LOS standards would not be applicable (except at intersections with
local roads). SR 92 should not factor into a decision on LS5.
6. LS5 is consistent with CPP DP-2 as:
•
•

it can be supported by a land capacity analysis adopted by the County Council during this 8-year plan update
the expansion would not exceed the total 20-year forecasted UGA population growth by more than 15 percent (it
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•
•
•

accounts for less than 1% additional capacity)
the expansion complies with GMA Goals 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9
it is not opposed by the city of Lake Stevens, whose UGA this proposal would be added to
it would be a result of an 8-year review to accommodate the succeeding twenty years of projected growth (DP-2.E.2)

On behalf of our client, we urge the County Council to place LS5 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 425-344-1523.
Sincerely,

David Toyer
President
Steve Skorney, PDS
David Killingstad, PDS
Glenn & Grant Gustafson
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SEWER UTILITY LOCATION
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.

10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com

January 9, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
DOCKET PROPOSAL LS6 – APPLICANT LETTER
Dear Council Members:
Our firm represents Taylor McLaren, the Applicant for LS6. We have reviewed the PDS Revised Recommendation dated
December 2, 2021, and disagree with their findings and recommendation.
We respectfully request the Council include LS6 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation based on the
following:
1. The LS6 expansion would only increase total population capacity in Lake Stevens by 1,984 people, accounting for less than
a 4% increase in the UGA’s overall population capacity. This is consistent with CPP DP-2(b), which states that the “resulting
additional population capacity within the Snohomish County composite UGA . . . does not exceed the total 20-year forecast
UGA population growth by more than 15 percent.” The preliminary 2044 target for Lake Stevens (city and UGA) is 50,952,
but Council has not adopted final targets yet.
2. PDS has indicated that LS6 is inconsistent with Multi-County Planning Policy (MPP) RGS-12, which states, “Avoid increasing
development capacity inconsistent with the Regional Growth Strategy in regional geographies not served by high capacity
transit.” Although “avoid” is a strong word, RGS-12 does not state that the County and City must avoid UGA expansions. It
only refers to avoiding actions that are not consistent with the other RGS policies. A review of the other RGS policies shows
that LS6 is consistent with the Regional Growth Strategy:
•

RGS-3 states “Provide flexibility in establishing and modifying growth targets within countywide planning policies,
provided growth targets support the Regional Growth Strategy.” LS6 as noted in #1 above would be consistent with
the flexibility allowed under the countywide planning policies adopted in 2021.

•

RGS-4 calls for first accommodating growth within the urban growth area. It does not say “only” accommodate
growth in urban growth areas. Lake Stevens’ UGA boundary has not changed in decades despite multiple plan
updates that have required it plan for larger population targets. The County has consistently tried to put growth in
the urban areas. However, some areas aren’t keeping up. LS6 is a modest expansion that recognizes local conditions
and does not negate efforts to continue to find ways to accommodate more growth in UGAs throughout the county.

•

RGS-5 states the County and City should “Ensure long-term stability and sustainability of the urban growth area
consistent with the regional vision.” Nothing herein implies that UGA boundaries cannot move.

•

o

In fact, the implication that a UGA should be sustainable and stable speaks to the need for Lake Stevens
to have additional commercial growth and employment. This is necessary for the City to have sufficient tax
revenues to maintain appropriate and desires services.

o

The City’s UGA has been stable as it has not been expanded in decades. By planning for an expansion at
this time, the City and County would ensure that growth in the Lake Stevens UGA for the 2044 horizon and
beyond can be sustainable this cycle and future cycles.

RGS-6 calls for the jurisdictions to “Encourage efficient use of urban land by optimizing the development potential of
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existing urban lands and increasing density in the urban growth area in locations consistent with the Regional Growth
Strategy.” The City of Lake Stevens has accomplished this as evidence by its efforts to annex its UGA, complete
numerous rezones of property to the HUR 8-12 zone (and other higher density zones), apply for Commerce grants
to update codes to improve densities, and more. During this same period the County has updated its PRD, lot size
averaging and other development codes to encourage more efficient use of land. The UGA expansion should be
approved in Lake Stevens because it has a track record of accommodating growth and doing so very efficiently.
•

RGS-8 and RGS-10 address where growth should be focused. However, neither policy state that growth should be
exclusively placed in these locations. This is not dissimilar to my goal for 2022 where I’ve said I am going to focus
on going to the gym more – this type of statement does not create an expectation that I will only go to the gym, but
rather that I will be more deliberate in going more often. In other words, the term does not establish exclusivity.

3. The LS6 expansion would increase employment capacity in the Lake Stevens UGA and help resolve a current (an frequent)
employment deficit.
4. The Applicant disagrees with PDS’ assessment that its proposal is inconsistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2) and. Applicant
contends that LS6 is consistent with RCW 36.70.110(2) and GMA goals 2 and 4 in RCW 36.70A.020, which state:
RCW 36.70.110(2):
“An urban growth area determination may include a reasonable land market supply factor and shall
permit a range of urban densities and uses. In determining this market factor, cities and counties may
consider local circumstances. Cities and counties have discretion in their comprehensive plans to
make many choices about accommodating growth.”
RCW 36.70A.020(2) and (4):
(2) Reduce sprawl. Reduce the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into sprawling, lowdensity development.
(4) Housing. Plan for and accommodate housing affordable to all economic segments of the population of
this state, promote a variety of residential densities and housing types, and encourage preservation
of existing housing stock. Emphasis Added
Specifically, LS6 is consistent with these as follows:
•

the expansion address local circumstances and market demands. Lake Stevens has consistently picked up the slack
for larger communities that are not growing at a pace to meet market demand. According to the most recent buildable
lands report, if linear growth were assumed, all UGAs should have accommodated 42% of their population growth
by 2021. By contrast, Everett and Marysville have fallen beyond, achieving just 18.8% and 34.8% of their population
growth respectively. For example, Everett’s population target for 2035 required a total population increase of 66,784
meaning that Everett is over 11,000 in population behind its target with a 2044 initial population target that requires
it grow at a rate of 2,571 people annually on a linear pace. This is important to Lake Stevens’ planning and the
additional of capacity to the Lake Stevens UGA because during this same period Everett was falling way behind,
Lake Stevens was accommodating 60% of its 2035 growth target (24,354 people) and has approximately 58% of its
remaining capacity as pending for development as of the publication of the buildable lands report in 2021.

•

the LS6 expansion converts rural land to the UGA, but the language in GMA Goal 2 uses the word “reduce”
as opposed to stronger language like “prohibit” – this shows the intent of the Legislature to not require that
UGA boundaries remain unchanged in perpetuity.

•

LS6 is partially located within the Rural Urban Transition Area (RUTA), which the General Policy Plan has
stated is “intended to reserve a potential supply of land for future addition into the UGA.” It is time to tap that
supply. Focusing solely on increasing densities and allowing more housing types has increased supply, but
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increased supply of units has failed to address the cost of housing because the price of land has escalated
uncontrollably because there is less and less developable land within the UGA. Additional land supply from
the RUTA areas, which were expected over two decades ago to be developed in the future, would help
recalibrate the market and improve access to more affordable options.
5. GMA requires public facilities and services necessary to support development be available at the time the development is
available for occupancy and use, not at the time of the programmatic review of a proposal. Identifying the facilities and services
needed to support growth (whether it occur inside or outside the UGA) is an essential part of the 8-year update, which
Applicant’s proposal seeks to be considered within. That said, the following is a summary of key infrastructure points:
•

the Lake Stevens sewer district has adopted a resolution supporting UGA expansions in Lake Stevens. Developers
are responsible for extending sewer facilities and installing lift stations, etc. The current sewer treatment plan has
capacity.

•

water service can be available from Snohomish County PUD, which presently serves the area. If needed, future
development would be responsible for extending water mains and adding new service connections.

•

Developments within LS6 would be responsible for frontage and other improvements. The County’s six-year
transportation improvement plan can be updated concurrent with the 8-yar update to account for improvements, such
as 123rd Avenue NE, and, if necessary, include them in the cost fee basis for traffic impact fees.

6. The County is not responsible for adopting concurrency standards or level of services standards (LOS) for State roads.
Although the County may analyze future volumes and road capacity us for purposes of environmental review of proposals,
these roads are not county roads and locally adopted LOS standards would not be applicable (except at intersections with
local roads). SR 92 should not factor into a decision on LS6.
7. LS6 is consistent with CPP DP-2 as:
•
•
•
•
•

it can be supported by a land capacity analysis adopted by the County Council during this 8-year plan update
the expansion would not exceed the total 20-year forecast UGA population growth by more than 15 percent
the expansion complies with GMA Goals 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9
it is not opposed by the city of Lake Stevens, whose UGA this proposal would be added to
it would be a result of an 8-year review to accommodate the succeeding twenty years of projected growth (DP-2.E.2)

On behalf of our client, we urge the County Council to place LS6 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 425-344-1523.
Sincerely,

David Toyer
President
Steve Skorney, PDS
David Killingstad, PDS
Taylor McLaren
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.

10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com

January 9, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett WA, 98201
DOCKET PROPOSAL LS3
Dear Councilmembers:
Our firm represents the owner of Parcel 29051400100400 (Williams), located within the boundaries of Docket Proposal LS3 (see
attached map). We submit the following comments in support of placing LS3 on the Final Docket for further review and
evaluation.
1. The LS3 proposal should be included in the Final Docket as even if the full expansion is not considered, the County Council
may be willing to approve smaller expansions that would minimally increase the 20-year forecast UGA population growth.
For example, Parcel 29051400100400 is only 16.29 acres and would minimally add capacity to the Lake Stevens UGA.
This would be consistent with CPP DP-2(b), which states that the “resulting additional population capacity within the
Snohomish County composite UGA . . . does not exceed the total 20-year forecast UGA population growth by more than 15
percent.”
2. By considering the LS3 proposal, the Council reserves the opportunity to adopt one or more smaller expansions from within
the LS3 area, which individually could be consistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2).
RCW 36.70.110(2):
“An urban growth area determination may include a reasonable land market supply factor and shall permit a range of
urban densities and uses. In determining this market factor, cities and counties may consider local circumstances. Cities
and counties have discretion in their comprehensive plans to make many choices about accommodating growth.”
Specifically:
•

A small expansion would address local circumstances and market demands. Lake Stevens has consistently picked
up the slack for larger communities that are not growing at a pace to meet market demand. According to the most
recent buildable lands report, if linear growth were assumed, all UGAs should have accommodated 42% of their
population growth by 2021. By contrast, Everett and Marysville have fallen beyond, achieving just 18.8% and
34.8% of their population growth respectively. For example, Everett’s population target for 2035 required a total
population increase of 66,784 meaning that Everett is over 11,000 in population behind its target with a 2044 initial
population target that requires it grow at a rate of 2,571 people annually on a linear pace. This is important to Lake
Stevens’ planning and the additional of capacity to the Lake Stevens UGA because during this same period Everett
was falling way behind, Lake Stevens was accommodating 60% of its 2035 growth target (24,354 people) and has
approximately 58% of its remaining capacity as pending for development as of the publication of the buildable
lands report in 2021.

3. GMA requires public facilities and services necessary to support development be available at the time the development is
available for occupancy and use, not at the time of the programmatic review of a proposal. Identifying the facilities and
services needed to support growth (whether it occur inside or outside the UGA) is an essential part of the 8-year update,

which Applicant’s proposal seeks to be considered within. That said, the following is a summary of the infrastructure
available to serve this parcel:
•

public sewer is available in the property’s frontage on 10th Street NE

•

water service is likewise available in generally the same location as provided by Snohomish PUD

•

an existing network of roads already exist to serve this parcel

•

The expansion of the UGA to include a single parcel of 16.29 acres would have minimal impact to traffic along
Lundeen Parkway, SR 204, and the Trestle.

4. The County is not responsible for adopting concurrency standards or level of services standards (LOS) for State roads.
Although the County may analyze future volumes and road capacity us for purposes of environmental review of proposals,
these roads are not county roads and locally adopted LOS standards would not be applicable (except at intersections with
local roads). SR 92 should not factor into a decision on LS5.
5. The County could adopt minor UGA expansions within the LS3 area (for example, our client’s parcel) that:
•
•
•
•
•

can be supported by a land capacity analysis adopted by the County Council during this 8-year plan update
would not exceed the total 20-year forecasted UGA population growth by more than 15%
could comply with GMA Goals 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9
would not be opposed by the City of Lake Stevens or Lake Stevens Sewer District
would be a result of an 8-year review to accommodate the succeeding twenty years of projected growth (DP-2.E.2)

On behalf of our client, we urge the County Council to place LS3 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 425-344-1523.
Sincerely,

David Toyer
President
Steve Skorney, PDS
David Killingstad, PDS
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To:
Cc:
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Our firm represents the owner of Parcel 29051400100400 (Williams), located within the boundaries of Docket Proposal LS3. We submit
the attached letter on their behalf in support of placing LS3 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
Sincerely,
DAVID K. TOYER, PRESIDENT
TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
425-344-1523
toyerstrategic.com
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TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.

10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
toyerstrategic.com

January 9, 2022
Snohomish County Council
3000 Rockefeller Ave
Everett, WA 98201
SUPPORTING DOCKET PROPOSALS LS1, LS3 and LS4
Dear Council Members:
As a resident of Lake Stevens who owns and operates a business here, I submit the following comments in support of including
Docket Proposals LS1, LS3 and LS4 in the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
1. Lake Stevens has an existing employment deficit. But even worse than a pure numbers deficit, Lake Stevens has a deficit of
living wage, non-service sector jobs. The result creates long commutes for those who live here and work elsewhere, as well
as those who work here, but can’t live here. Lake Stevens also has a tax base that is overly dependent on property taxes
because of a broader lack of commercial and industrial businesses. Lake Stevens not only needs the additional commercial
and industrial zoning, but it needs complementary expansions in its residential zoning base to recalibrate Lake Stevens to
have a sustainable future. Do not forget that County planning decisions created many of these challenges in Lake Stevens
through the:
•

Rezoning the former Hewlett Packard property from business park to residential, wiping out Lake Stevens’ potential
to attract family wage jobs.

•

Favoring Marysville’s expansion into Whiskey Ridge, creating competition with Lake Stevens for commercial
development opportunities.

2. Lake Stevens was unfortunately downgraded in its classification by the PSRC in the change from VISION 2040 to VISION
2050. The result will be damaging to the County’s housing market because Lake Stevens has been one of the few communities
to grow as expected, but it will also mean that the housing cost in Lake Stevens will rise even more dramatically if other
communities continue to fall short of growth expectations. The County should be planning and preparing to request PSRC
reconsideration of the Lake Stevens classification for two reasons
•

First, the cities and towns designation now applicable to Lake Stevens undermines future investment in road and
transit infrastructure (repair, safety and capacity improvements) needed for the US 2 Trestle, impacting not only Lake
Stevens, but other cities and towns that rely on this vital east-west connection.

•

Second, the cities and towns designation limits one of the largest cities in Snohomish County (a city that is larger
than many high capacity transit communities) from accommodating a larger portion of the enormous growth expected
in the County. This eliminates Lake Stevens as a sort of safety value for the failure of other communities (like Everett)
to create enough housing to match progress expected towards their 20-year population target, which moves the
overall market further away from equilibrium between housing supply and demand.

3. The County Council should increase the 2044 population target for Lake Stevens (city and UGA) above the preliminary target
of 50,952 and seek to change Lake Stevens’ designation with PSRC to ensure appropriate investment in the US Trestle and
provide housing opportunities in a community that can grow so that Snohomish County’s housing shortfall isn’t worsened by
an over-dependence on Everett and a few other communities to grow beyond their practical capabilities. The following
example demonstrates how Everett’s lack of growth affects the overall planning effort.

SUPPORT FOR LS1, LS3 and LS4
•

According to the 2021 buildable lands report, if linear growth were assumed, all UGAs should have accommodated
42% of their population growth by 2021. By contrast, Everett achieved just 18.8% of their population growth during
that period.

•

The expectation of region and local planners is that Everett (and others) will miraculously rally in the final innings to
achieve their target. However, this is not realistic.
 Everett’s population target for 2035 required a total population increase of 66,784. That means that prior
to assigning more population as part of a 2044 target, Everett is >11,000 behind its current target.
 With the preliminary 2044 population target Everett would have a predicted linear growth rate of 2,571
population annually from this point forward to reach the 2044 population target. Everett does not have a
development pipeline that indicates it can achieve this kind of growth. So where does this population go?
And what is the impact to the housing market and affordability?
 The above questions are important to Lake Stevens’ planning and whether it gets additional population
capacity, because Lake Stevens had accommodated 60% of its 2035 growth target (24,354 people) during
the same period and has approximately 58% of its remaining capacity already pending for development
(per the 2021 buildable lands report).

4. The Applicant disagrees that UGA expansions in Lake Stevens would be inconsistent with RCW 36.70A.110(2) and the goals
of GMA given that the expansions are directly linked to local circumstances (Everett’s lack of growth, Lake Stevens’
imbalances, etc.).
RCW 36.70.110(2):
“An urban growth area determination may include a reasonable land market supply factor and shall
permit a range of urban densities and uses. In determining this market factor, cities and counties may
consider local circumstances. Cities and counties have discretion in their comprehensive plans to
make many choices about accommodating growth.”
RCW 36.70A.020(2), (4) and (5):
(2) Reduce sprawl. Reduce the inappropriate conversion of undeveloped land into sprawling, lowdensity development.
(4) Housing. Plan for and accommodate housing affordable to all economic segments of the population of
this state, promote a variety of residential densities and housing types, and encourage preservation
of existing housing stock. Emphasis Added
(5) Economic development. Encourage economic development throughout the state that is consistent with
adopted comprehensive plans, promote economic opportunity for all citizens of this state, especially
for unemployed and for disadvantaged persons, promote the retention and expansion of existing
businesses and recruitment of new businesses, recognize regional differences impacting economic
development opportunities, and encourage growth in areas experiencing insufficient economic
growth, all within the capacities of the state's natural resources, public services, and public facilities.
Consider the following:
•

the expansions are being requested by Lake Stevens and supported by the Lake Stevens Sewer District directly
address local circumstances and market demands.

•

although the expansions result in conversion of land that is currently rural, GMA Goal 2 uses the word
“reduce” as opposed to stronger language like “prohibit” – showing the intent of the Legislature was not to
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stop all changes to UGA boundaries.
•

LS 1 and LS4 are within the Rural Urban Transition Area (RUTA), which the General Policy Plan has stated
is “intended to reserve a potential supply of land for future addition into the UGA.” After many decades of
staying within the existing boundaries, it’s time that Lake Stevens be permitted to tap that supply to create
sustainability in the local tax base, provide family wage jobs, and even out the demand for housing. If the
County fails to expand UGAs, it will have failed to address the real supply issue for housing – an absence of
affordable, buildable lands. Additional land supply from the RUTA areas, which were expected over two
decades ago to be developed in the future, would help recalibrate the market.

•

the expansion would encourage needed economic growth and living wage job creation in Lake Stevens’
UGA.

5. GMA requires public facilities and services necessary to support development be available at the time the development is
available for occupancy and use, not at the time of the programmatic review of a proposal. Identifying the facilities and services
needed to support growth (whether it occur inside or outside the UGA) is an essential part of the 8-year update. PDS’
recommendations would indicate that because facilities and services aren’t available today (at the very start of the planning
process) we shouldn’t consider adding facilities and services in the future. The forthcoming process is the right venue for
having these discussions regarding UGAs, growth targets, and the facilities and services needed.
6. Much of PDS’ opposition to these proposals is concern regarding the capacity on State controlled roads. The County is not
responsible for adopting concurrency standards or level of services standards (LOS) for State roads. Although the County
may analyze future volumes and road capacity us for purposes of environmental review of proposals, these roads are not
county roads and locally adopted LOS standards would not be applicable (except at intersections with local roads). The
biggest detriment to focusing the state’s attention on road infrastructure in Lake Stevens is the reclassification of Lake Stevens
to a ‘cities and town’ designation under VISION 2050.
7. PDS has indicated these proposals are inconsistent with the Multi-County Planning Policy (MPP) RGS-12, which states,
“Avoid increasing development capacity inconsistent with the Regional Growth Strategy in regional geographies not served
by high capacity transit.” Although “avoid” is a strong word, RGS-12 does not state that the County and City must avoid UGA
expansions. It refers to avoiding actions in areas not served by high capacity transit, which actions would not be consistent
with other RGS policies. A review of the other RGS policies shows that one or more UGA expansions in non-high capacity
transit communities would still be consistent with the Regional Growth Strategy:
•

RGS-3 states “Provide flexibility in establishing and modifying growth targets within countywide planning policies,
provided growth targets support the Regional Growth Strategy.” Expansions adopted from the Lake Stevens
proposals can be consistent with the flexibility allowed under the countywide planning policies amended in 2021.

•

RGS-4 calls for first accommodating growth within the urban growth area. It does not say “only” accommodate
growth in urban growth areas. Lake Stevens’ UGA boundary has not changed in decades despite multiple plan
updates that have required it plan for larger population targets. Other urban growth areas like Everett have been
unable to accommodate the urban growth expected. Thus, the Lake Stevens proposals provide for opportunities to
expand the Lake Stevens UGA consistent with these local conditions while not negating efforts to accommodate
more growth in existing UGAs throughout the county.

•

RGS-5 states the County and City should “Ensure long-term stability and sustainability of the urban growth area
consistent with the regional vision.” Nothing herein implies that UGA boundaries cannot move.
o

In fact, the implication that a UGA should be sustainable and stable speaks to the need for Lake Stevens
to have additional commercial growth and employment. This is necessary for the City to have sufficient tax
revenues to maintain appropriate and desires services.

o

The City’s UGA has been stable as it has not been expanded in decades. By planning for an expansion at
this time, the City and County would ensure that growth in the Lake Stevens UGA for the 2044 horizon and
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beyond can be a sustainable this mix of commercial, industrial, and residential growth.
•

RGS-6 calls for the jurisdictions to “Encourage efficient use of urban land by optimizing the development potential of
existing urban lands and increasing density in the urban growth area in locations consistent with the Regional Growth
Strategy.” The City of Lake Stevens has accomplished this as evidence by its efforts to annex its UGA, complete
numerous rezones of property to the HUR 8-12 zone (and other higher density zones), apply for Commerce grants
to update codes to improve densities, and more. During this same period the County has updated its PRD, lot size
averaging and other development codes to encourage more efficient use of land. No community in the County has
been as aggressive in the ten years at pursuing annexation as has been the City of Lake Stevens.

•

RGS-8 and RGS-10 address where growth should be focused. However, neither policy state that growth should be
exclusively placed in these locations. This is not dissimilar to my goal for 2022 where I’ve said I am going to focus
on going to the gym more – this type of statement does not create an expectation that I will only go to the gym, but
rather that I will be more deliberate about going more often. In other words, the policy does not establish a limitation
of exclusivity.

8. The LS1, LS3 and LS4 proposals are sizable. However, by placing them on the final docket the County Council would not be
committing to approving them as is. Rather, the Council would be ensuring that a full and complete planning process will be
completed and some expansions (which may be smaller than what is proposed) may be considered for approval based on
the following:
•
•
•
•

they can be supported by a land capacity analysis adopted by the County Council as a routine part of this 8-year
plan update
they would not exceed the total 20-year forecasted UGA population growth by more than 15 percent, which capacity
may be larger than what the preliminary targets recommended by SCT show today
expansions would comply with GMA Goals 1, 2, 3, 4, 7 and 9
the city of Lake Stevens and the Sewer District are in support of expansion

We urge the County Council to places LS1, LS3 and LS4 on the Final Docket for further review and evaluation.
Should you have any questions, please do not hesitate to contact me at 425-344-1523.
Sincerely,

David Toyer
President
Steve Skorney, PDS
David Killingstad, PDS
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From:
Sent:
To:
Cc:
Subject:
Attachments:

David Toyer <david@toyerstrategic.com>
Sunday, January 9, 2022 9:41 AM
Contact Council
Eco, Debbie; Killingstad, David; Skorney, Steve; Peter Condyles; Anne Anderson; Heather Toyer
TSA Support Letter for Docket Proposals LS1, LS3, and LS4
TSA Support Ltr for LS1, LS3, LS4 1-9-2022.pdf

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Attached please find a comment letter from Toyer Strategic Advisors in support of placing LS1, LS3 and LS4 on the Final
Docket. Please let me know if you have any questions.
Sincerely,
DAVID K. TOYER, PRESIDENT
TOYER STRATEGIC ADVISORS, INC.
10519 20th ST SE, SUITE 3
LAKE STEVENS, WA 98258
425-344-1523
toyerstrategic.com
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Letter/Testimony for Public Record
Snohomish County Council Public Hearing January 19
Snohomish County Comprehensive Plan Update: Final List of Amendments/UGA Requests
January 13, 2022
County Council, Citizens, and Stakeholders:

RE: 4 City of Lake Stevens UGA Expansion Requests

Please follow the expert recommendations of your staff analysts who found all 4 Lake Stevens requests to be
INCONSISTENT with your regional growth plans and Do Not Forward those 4 requests.
1. The staff report details many dire and unequivocable inadequacies in the requests
From a concerned, involved citizen’s perspective, the LS requests should also be denied because:
2. Employment: the city is about to approve a large, downtown residential development in their Planned
Business District. No commercial or retail space is planned; it is all residential. The mayor signed the
Modification in August 2021. No jobs at all. The city only wants more residential.
3. Employment: our industrial area is a mass of storage facilities that offer very little employment in a huge
footprint. They need to do better in that zone.
4. Red tagged, unpermitted work by the city on a Coho stream is 100 yards from city hall.
5. We are years behind on inspection and maintenance of private/HOA-owned stormwater facilities,
endangering our NPDES permit.
6. Private personnel issues becoming public and high turnover have plagued the current administration for
several years.
7. No subdivision has ever been denied or modified in Lake Stevens due to commuter traffic on the US 2
Trestle. The trestle is considered a regional problem that our City gladly contributes to.
8. Tree retention, stormwater manuals, and park improvements are on the city’s future Work Program
agendas.
As most people realize, the City of Lake Stevens has done a remarkable job housing Snohomish County
residents. Upzoning for intensity and density, height and impervious surface concessions, aggressive
annexations, and sub-area Planned Actions have contributed to our vibrant community.
However, now is the time to reflect, to go from quantity to quality, to let the schools, roads, parks, policies, and
stormwater facilities catch up.
The City of Lake Stevens is not ready to expand into the resource lands and rural areas. Please follow staff’s
INCONSISTENT and deny the Lake Stevens UGA Expansion Requests.

Sincerely,
Thomas Matlack; 2504 112th Dr. NE, Lake Stevens 98258
Phone: 425-334-7713; email: tnmatlack@comcast.net

From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:
Attachments:

tnmatlack@comcast.net
Thursday, January 13, 2022 8:16 AM
Eco, Debbie
Public Testimony/Letter for County Council January 19 Comp Plan Amendments/UGA Expansions
Public Hearing
Lake Stevens UGA EXpansions for County Public Hearing.docx

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Council Clerk Eco,
Thank you for adding the Attached Word Document into the Public Record for next week’s Comp. Plan Amendment
Public Hearing. I may add further comments at Zoom time.
Please let me know if the Word document has format issues.
Thanks,
Tom Matlack
425‐334‐7713
Tnmatlack@comcast.net
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Alan Johnson <aljohnso1@gmail.com>
Friday, January 14, 2022 3:12 PM
Contact Council
43rd Ave SE Docket and Skorney comments

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.
Snohomish County Council,
I am writing today to express dismay at the comments Steve Skorney made about 43rd Ave SE during the December, 7th
Snohomish County Council meeting.
Currently, zero cars transit 43rd Ave SE between Maltby Road and 180th because the road is closed at 188th. Opening
the road will invite thousands of cars from the surrounding urban areas to transit through our rural area every
day. Whether the opened road is designed to a “rural” standard or an “urban” standard will make no difference to the
people, cars, noise and pollution that will clog our rural street once the road-closed barriers are removed.
The idea that, because the newly opened road will be of “rural” standard, Little Bear Creek will somehow be “protected”
(Steve’s words) is outrageous.
The GMA specifically directs county governments to protect rural areas from urban impacts. Opening the road will do the
exact opposite of what state law requires.
Of the solutions currently under discussion, only two of them can protect Little Bear Creek, be in compliance with the GMA
and be fair to the citizens of the area.
1. Keep 43rd Ave SE closed at 188th, leaving the area outside the UGA. Find another way to alleviate traffic
congestion in the area. Without additional traffic on 43rd, Little Bear Creek will remain as protected as it is today.
2. Make the 43rd corridor urban, put it into the UGA. In doing so, require that development in the area meet the
highest standards for surface and waste water treatment, such that Little Bear Creek will not be negatively
impacted. In fact, building using best development practices, including a permanent Native Growth Protect Area
buffer might actually improve on the current situation.
Leaving 43rd rural (outside the UGA), yet opening the road so it can be flooded with traffic from surrounding urban areas
not only violates the directives and spirit of the GMA, it does not create a buffer to protect Little Bear Creek.
Please reach an agreement that treats the citizens who live along the 43rd Ave SE corridor with respect. Do not subject
us and Little Bear Creek to urban hell with no escape.
Thank you,
Alan and Michelle Johnson
19328 43rd Ave SE
Bothell, WA 98012
aljohnso1@gmail.com
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From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Mrs. Bones <mrsbonesautomotive@gmail.com>
Friday, January 14, 2022 3:41 PM
Eco, Debbie
Lake stevens UGA Expansion

CAUTION : This email originated from outside of this organization. Please exercise caution with links and attachments.

Dear County Council Members:
I am a resident and property owner in unincorporated Snohomish County. My property and I will be adversely
impacted by the Lake Stevens urban growth area expansions including (LS1) ‐‐ City of Lake Stevens, (LS2) ‐‐ City of
Lake Stevens, (LS3) ‐‐ City of Lake Stevens, (LS4) ‐‐ City of Lake Stevens, (LS5) – Gustafson, and (LS6) – McLaren.
I agree with the Planning and Development Services (DPS) recommendation that all of these amendments should not
be processed further. PDS is correct that the six urban growth area (UGA) amendments:





Are inconsistent with the Growth Management Act, the Multicounty Planning Policies, and the Snohomish
County Countywide Planning Policies.
Will contribute to over capacity conditions on SR 9, SR 92, SR 204 and the US 2 Trestle. The two‐lane rural
roads that serve these areas were not designed to accommodate urban traffic that would be generated by
these UGA expansions. The needed transportation facilities are not available, planned, or funded. The
expansions will just increase traffic congestion.
Only 32.4% of additional UGA population capacity and 29.5% of additional employment capacity has been
used since 2015 and population and employment growth have not reached the Countywide Planning Policy
50% thresholds. These amendments are not needed.

For these and other reasons the amendments cannot be further processed or approved.
Thank you for considering my comments.
Sincerely,
Angela Wright
Mrsbonesautomotive@gmail.com
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